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Tête à Tête has always been ahead of the wider operatic sector when it comes to equity, diversity, and inclusion (EDI), 
and has an admirable track record of successes. These can be read in its annual evaluations. However, it also 
recognises that these are ongoing processes, and there is always a need for more work.


This report was commissioned to help the organisation continue to improve by gathering research on best practice, and 
examples of how other organisations approach similar challenges.


Based on this research, the report makes several recommendations. These are intended to inform a wider conversation 
internally and with everyone who comes into contact with Tête à Tête. They include ways to improve transparency, 
inclusion, and safeguarding in a growing organisation, collect the information needed to identify problems, and make 
sure that anyone can have access to the information they need to get involved and thrive as a part of the Tête à Tête 
community.


Some recommendations have already led to change, such as by doing more to explain the process of joining the 
Festival, and making data and reports on our activities easier to access. Others may take longer to implement. Some 
highlight challenges that need more reflection to find a solution appropriate to Tête à Tête’s values, size, and resources.


Sharing this report means that other organisations in the sector can read, learn from, and copy this report. It also means 
that people can see what we’re doing, which both helps build trust and ensure that people outside the organisation can 
offer their opinions and hold us to account when we get it wrong or should do better. It’s written for pragmatic internal 
use, but I hope it’s helpful to others.


I would like to thank everyone who has contributed to this report, whether by having an informal conversation, 
responding to the associated survey, being on the advisory subcommittee, or otherwise, and especially my colleagues 
Bill and Anna for many helpful conversations. It would not have been possible without their support. 


While I endeavoured to follow best practice at the time of writing, this document will inevitably contain errors as we 
move on as an organisation and society, and I will have doubtless overlooked valuable pieces of research and thought 
when creating it. Any such mistakes are my own.


Tête à Tête’s commitment to and successes in making everybody feel included can be seen in its past projects. 
Although there is always more work to be done, I hope this report helps that ongoing process.


Leo Doulton 
Tête à Tête 
26/03/2021


12-Point Summary of Recommendations


Cultural Changes

1. Daylight is the best disinfectant - Tête à Tête should publish its EDI-related policies, action plans, and 

programming approaches, and publicly address concerns raised about Tête à Tête when they are raised. 
Since the report was written, Tête à Tête has updated its website and published many of these things. 
(Recommendations 1-3)


2. Changes in everyday culture - Tête à Tête should continue reflecting on how organisational norms might lead 
to people being excluded, ensure everybody who works for the company is given resources and training to 
address the issues identified, and is familiar with Tête à Tête’s EDI policies. (Recommendations 4-6, 14)


3. Tête à Tête should do more to explain what it does to challenge historical structures that perpetuate 
discrimination, and adopt anti-racism and anti-ableism as policy. (Recommendations 7-9)


4. Tête à Tête should continue fostering change from the bottom up. This might include having artist-chosen 
representatives or EDI-focused representatives on the board, continuing and developing its support for 
networks for marginalised groups in the operatic sector, or reverse mentoring. (Recommendations 10-12, 30)


5. Tête à Tête should make sure it avoids being defensive with excuses like “whataboutery,” unconscious bias, 
“no harm done,” and “we’re nice people.” (Recommendation 14)


What We Don’t Know Can’t Be Fixed
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6. Tête à Tête already collects information about lead artists. Gathering hard data on participant companies’ cast 
and crew, people who express an interest in working with Tête à Tête, who returns to Tête à Tête, and what 
people get paid will help us identify gaps in who we serve. Comparing it both England and London will give 
that data a better context. (Recommendations 15-18, 31)


7. Let people complain. Having a clear and safe structure for people to report uninclusive behaviour, and a clear 
process for dealing with it quickly, will help safeguard people and identify problems. (Recommendations 19-21)


Being More Inclusive - Practical Steps

8. Tête à Tête receives lots of applications. It should make sure its opportunities are seen by a diverse range of 

artists, and that the process of joining the Festival or a Tête à Tête show is as clear as possible. 
(Recommendations 22-24)


9. Tête à Tête should review the ways that people get involved with the company to ensure that they include 
everybody, such as explicitly contextualised recruitment policies, or considering participant companies’ own 
EDI work. (Recommendations 25-27)


10. Where possible, Tête à Tête should expand its support of participant companies, such as by sharing EDI 
resources, offering mentoring/buddy systems, and clearly communicating the ways it can support companies, 
especially with fundraising efforts. (Recommendations 28-29)


11. Tête à Tête should reflect on ways that it can help artists plan ahead where necessary, while ensuring that 
artists who work on shorter timescales are not excluded. (Recommendations 32-36)


12. Tête à Tête should use its influence to help the wider sector, acting as an example to others and sharing its 
tools and methods for others to follow. (Recommendation 37) 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Tête à Tête Report on Inclusion


Overview


This report was commissioned after considerable thought as to how Tête à Tête should respond to #BlackLivesMatter, 
with thoughtful input and engagement from Festival artists. Initially discussed as a report focused on issues of race, it 
rapidly expanded to cover a wide range of individual and systemic forms of bigotry and discrimination faced by a wide 
range of marginalised groups. 


There is much to admire in Tête à Tête’s work, as can be seen in its annual evaluations. This report highlights several 
ways in which Tête à Tête’s current work on inclusion could be improved based on best practice and research from 
other organisations. It also highlights some areas where improvement is needed to ensure that, as the organisation 
develops, it has diversity, inclusion, and equity at its heart. In some places it suggests clear practical steps; in others it 
only highlights an issue that needs more discussion to find a solution that fits with Tête à Tête’s resources and values.


Tête à Tête is well positioned to lead the operatic sector on matters of inclusion. Although this report focuses on areas 
the organisation could improve, all of them are within reach. Some require reflection about organisational culture. 
However, the organisation’s size, reputation and relative youth compared to other opera companies allow it a degree of 
flexibility in making changes that allow it to balance its fringe opera approach with creating structures to protect people 
as it continues to develop.


As Tête à Tête continues to stride forwards, it has the opportunity to lead open discussions about, and challenges to, 
historic and ongoing structures of bigotry, changing itself in fundamental ways in response to those discussions to be 
an exemplar to the wider operatic industry.


The following recommendations are aspirational. While many can be implemented with minimal effort, others will take 
more time and resources.


Core Terms


Terminology constantly changes; this report attempts to be as up-to-date as possible.


EDI is used to stand for Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion. 


Equity-based approaches emphasise that different populations are differently situated in society. To even out disparities 
- such as in a recruitment process - it may be necessary to treat people differently based on how they are positioned in 
society, rather than treating and judging everyone as the same, to make a more diverse and inclusive organisation. This 
can be contrasted with equality-based approaches, aimed at ensuring everyone is treated the same, in a manner free of 
discrimination). 
1

Diversity emphasises the range of people from different backgrounds in an organisation. However, diversifying a 
workforce (i.e. who does the work) does not in and of itself instigate cultural change in how an organisation engages 
with marginalised groups.


Rather than saying that an organisation has a ‘racial’ diversity problem, it is more useful to say that ‘racism is a 
significant and unresolved issue in the arts sector just as it is in the rest of society.’


Inclusion refers to actions that invite and support ‘difference’ in a setting. An inclusive organisation enables all of its 
people to fully participate in and shape the collective, such as by supporting people to be themselves and to speak out 
about concerns and be heard.


Racism. The ACEVO report these definitions are drawn from focused on racism, though the structure of the following 
definition can be usefully applied to other forms of discrimination. “Racism exists where harm is caused to BAME 
people by actions in which race-based thinking is a significant factor. In the charity sector this can manifest in 
‘difficulties’ relating to, engaging with and supporting BAME people, including BAME people in the charity workforce.” 

The same report highlighted that charity leaders who are white see the problem of a lack of ethnic diversity, but are 
afraid of saying the wrong thing on ‘race’; a fear underpinned by a lack of understanding about and engagement with 
the realities of racism. For example, they tend to discuss it in abstract terms, rather than a set of arrangements that they 
can challenge and undo when it manifests in the form of institutional racism, is embedded in structural and 

 ACEVO, Voice4Change, pg. 3 (https://www.acevo.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/1
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organisational practices and biases, or when paternalism or colonial thinking disadvantages people from the African or 
Asian diasporas. 
2

Marginalised groups - I have used the term ‘marginalised groups’ as a catch-all term for ‘groups that experience 
discrimination, whether through direct acts of bigotry, microaggressions, socio-economic exclusion, or any other means 
of not including people.’ It is not intended to suggest that these groups are homogenous, even within themselves, nor 
that they are defined by their marginalisation. However, it would be very difficult to deal with any problem of inclusion 
without explicitly stating that some groups are marginalised in society. 


Identifying trends that are more likely to affect some groups than others can help us address common barriers to 
including people. These trends should never be taken as blanket statements about all members of a particular group.


(Social) Privilege - A core concept for this report is that of ‘privilege’. Some individuals get special advantages and 
entitlements, for their own benefit or the detriment of others. This may be due to their social class, age, ethnic group, 
gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, religion, ability, and various other factors.


Intersectional Identity - Nobody is defined by just one identity. All identities are intersectional, meaning that (for 
example) while one person faces racism, they may also have privilege because of their wealth. Many people face 
multiple forms of marginalisation, and this can often lead to them facing more challenges than people with more 
privilege.  It is important to recognise that just because somebody is privileged by one part of their identity, they may 
still be unfairly marginalised for other reasons. 


Similarly, it is possible to be superficially inclusive of one group, but still lack true inclusion. As a hypothetical example, 
if 50% of Festival participants were women, and 10% of them were disabled, that would look like good news from an 
inclusion standpoint. However, if none of those women were disabled, it would suggest that the Festival was not 
including disabled women in the same way it included able-bodied women, and disabled men. 

 ACEVO, Voice4Change, pg. 3 (https://www.acevo.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/2
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Purpose of Report


This report examines issues of systemic injustice in our work, structures, and practices, especially those affecting 
marginalised groups identified by the Equality Act 2010 or by the Arts Council: age, gender identity, being married or in 
a civil partnership, being pregnant or on maternity leave, disability, race including colour, nationality, ethnic or national 
origin, religion or belief, sex, sexual orientation, and socioeconomic privilege. It is based on research into best practice 
for addressing the problems identified, and offers actionable recommendations for the organisation that will attempt to 
balance the need for change with a desire to recognise and maintain the best of Tête à Tête.


The goal of this report is to summarise research into inclusion, and use that research to identify where there are issues 
within Tête à Tête and how they can be addressed through actionable and measurable processes. Recommendations 
are written as starting points for discussion, intended to inform upcoming Equality and Diversity policies rather than 
being set-in-stone solutions. There are some areas where a potential issue has been identified, but further discussion 
will be needed to find a solution that fits with Tête à Tête’s structures.


This report’s main focus is on the Festival, as that is the area of the organisation that I am most familiar with. However, 
many of its recommendations may be applicable to other projects, such as HOME and the Pop-Up Operas.


About Tête à Tête


Tête à Tête started a small opera company led by artistic director Bill Bankes-Jones, producing work that pushed the 
boundaries of new opera. While Tête à Tête still produces some productions, the vast majority of its efforts are focused 
on producing an annual festival of new opera with a wide range of participant companies. Its National Portfolio 
Organisation (NPO) status is due to its work in artist development.


The Festival is now a sought-after step in many artists’ careers, especially for those interested in new opera. There are 
about 200-300+ artists in each Festival. It provides a platform and development opportunities that are difficult to 
arrange independently.


Bill Bankes-Jones is in charge of programming. After artists send in their idea by email (there is limited guidance for 
what that email should include in order to allow a wide range of approaches; it can be found here), Bill Bankes-Jones 
meets the applicant(s) for a coffee, and to find out if there’s “something in their heart they sincerely want to get across, 
above any other factor [i.e. career building].” During this conversation, applicants are able to discuss their project with 
an industry expert, and are offered guidance on how to develop it and their own skills. Programming of the Festival is 
driven by mentorship. The key question is what the artists will get out of it, not the audience experience or artistic merit, 
and whether the artist can be trusted to do it.


Although Tête à Tête has very few core team members, it has the power to give a significant boost to artists chosen to 
participate in the Festival as a mid-scale opera company.


Tête à Tête is a charity and supervised by a board, who are responsible for monitoring the organisation’s activities, and 
ensuring that its objectives laid out in various plans are achieved.


Current Practices


A Year at Tête à Tête 

A great deal of what happens at Tête à Tête happens behind the scenes. I am grateful to Anna Gregg, the 
Administrative Director, for helping form the following list of what happens in an average year at Tête à Tête, and who is 
responsible for each part. Further details of people’s responsibilities can be found in the National Portfolio Organisation 
application, and Section 9 of the Business plan.


Initials are Anna Gregg (AG), Bill Bankes-Jones (BBJ), the Music Director Timothy Burke (TB), the Marketing Director 
Leo Doulton (LD), and the Technical Director David Salter (DS).


1. Policy statements and action plans drafted (based on previous year's evaluation), feed into Business Plan. AG/BBJ
2. Business Plan. AG/BBJ
3. Board meeting to review the Business Plan and evaluation - Board
4. Festival artist recruitment (rolling process) - applications; requests for further information - BBJ
5. Festival SW planning - BBJ
6. Festival NE planning - TB
7. Pop Up planning - BBJ/TB/AG
8. Community opera (e.g. Home, NE) planning - TB/BBJ
9. Festival venue booking - AG
10.Festival fundraising - AG, BBJ
11. Fundraising for other projects (e.g. RCM, Festival SW, Festival NE)
12.Festival mop-up jobs (filing, archiving webpages, database management) - AG/LD
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13.RCM in Association Project Planning - BBJ/AG
14.Festival recruitment (rolling process) - meetings/interviews/discussions with BBJ. 

It is important to note that every applicant to the Festival gets at least one meeting to discuss their proposal with Bill 
Bankes-Jones (see above).

15.Festival recruitment (rolling process) - follow-up meetings/discussions - BBJ
16.Festival outside partner work - e.g. Cubitts, Camden Council - BBJ, AG
17.Festival programming - BBJ/TB
18.Festival artist sign-up and contracts - AG
19.Festival PR - WildKat PR
20.Festival artist marketing support - LD
21.Festival preparation - health and safety - DS
22.Festival preparation - technical - DS
23.Festival recruitment (FOH) - AG
24.Festival artist development - all, within their department.
25.Festival technical jobs - DS & team
26.Festival management jobs - AG
27.Festival live marketing - FOH
28.FOH - FOH team
29.Festival show-creation - companies
30.Festival evaluation - AG & evaluation team

The Festival - artist journey 

Much of this report is focused on the Festival. For ease of reference, this information about the participant journey is 
included here.


The current artist journey from getting in touch to ask for advice about new opera-related matters (whether how to get a 
foothold in the industry, recommendations of collaborators, explicit interest in the Festival, or otherwise) to Festival 
participation is a long one. A minority of initial contacts are explicitly focused on applying to the Festival. 
 
First, everybody who gets in touch gets to speak to Bill. This conversation allows each participant to have a tailored 
approach, and is a time-consuming process. The conversation gives each person access to Bill’s experience. 
Outcomes of this conversation can include people receiving advice about the new opera sector, learning about other 
places to put on their work that may be a better fit, or being put in touch with other artists and potential  collaborators. 
 
Some of these artists go on to produce work in the Festival. This may be a Festival within three to six months of the 
initial conversation, or three to four years later. Some companies - especially those with marginalised artists - require 
care and support from Tête à Tête to ensure that they can bring a show to fruition. There is no formal process for 
allocating who gets this support. However, organisational capacity means that it can only be offered to a few artists. 
 
Momentum in these conversations really picks up in the autumn preceding each Festival. By the December before each 
year’s Festival, Bill normally has an idea of what will be programmed. However, unforeseeable events (fundraising, 
venue changes, pandemics) and shows falling by the wayside means that there are still changes at this stage. 
 
From January, Anna begins discussions with possible venues to pencil in dates, while Bill has a firmer idea of what the 
eventual programme will look like, and what support that year’s artists will need to get the maximum possible benefit 
from the Festival. By March, programming is usually in its final stages, and venues are firmly booked to match shows 
(for example, a dance opera might suit The Place better than The Cockpit). To some extent, the final programming 
choice is shaped by which companies drop out as the final crunch point approaches, and who fails to make further 
enquiries after their initial conversation. 

Tête à Tête’s Successes


Tête à Tête does much better than many opera companies on matters of representation. Almost two-thirds of lead 
artists in the 2020 Festival were women, and it has longstanding relationships with prominent composers of colour like 
Errollyn Wallen and Shirley Thompson. All of the company’s core team of freelancers are aware of issues around 
tokenistic representation, and artists from marginalised groups are supported in creating a wide range of work.


The company is committed to producing affordable shows. Even amid financial difficulties caused by COVID-19, £5 
tickets were offered for every live Festival show, with £1 tickets for online shows. The company has also produced 
several free shows, including an ongoing relationship with King’s Cross’ Cubitt Sessions programme, and its own Pop 
Up Operas programme.


Tête à Tête’s Arts Council England contact has informally praised Tête à Tête’s evaluation documents as being an 
exemplar for other Level 1 NPO organisations.
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The company is particularly good at using a broad definition of ‘opera’ to make it something that a wide range of people 
want to be involved in, rather than insisting that marginalised groups should be interested in a narrowly-defined version 
of ‘opera’ rooted in a history of their exclusion. This avoids the cultural imperialism of some organisations that insist 
canon opera is something everyone should like. It is committed to positive discrimination. For example, the 2020 
Festival’s programming was shaped by the company actively seeking disabled artists and disability arts organisations 
like Graeae and Formidability to collaborate with and support, and it has made appointments to its board to improve 
representation. It also has projects in place to improve its reach in targeted geographic areas, such as the North East of 
England.


Although this report focuses on areas for improvement, it does not aim to diminish the company’s many successes.


Current Equality and Diversity Policy


As a National Portfolio Organisation, Tête à Tête is obliged to have an Equality and Diversity Policy and Action Plan, 
which is reviewed every year by the company’s board. This document is used internally, and commits the organisation 
to “eliminating discrimination and encouraging diversity,” in the hope of making “a future where the creation and 
consumption of opera is open to anyone.” It emphasises the need to treat everyone conscientiously, carefully, and 
considerately. Its main approach to encouraging diversity is by helping others originate and stage operas, and widening 
the reach of this activity while giving everybody optimum working conditions.


One board member was appointed as a specialist in arts and diversity (Vera Chok). The policy goes on to suggest 
practical steps, focusing on privilege, focusing on the ability of people to work with Tête à Tête when facing financial 
difficulties, offering more practical support, making shows accessible, with a particular focus on addressing disability.


It sets SMART targets for fair pay, open recruitment outside word of mouth and the arts press, sharing more of our artist 
development resources, and ensuring affordable ticket prices.


As part of the ACE Creative Case for Diversity, the Action Plan focuses on privilege, and improving representation of 
disability through working with accessible venues and actively seeking out disabled artists, staff, and performers. More 
generally, there is a commitment to programming projects with strong strands of diversity from protected characteristic 
groups as part of the company’s core work, and acknowledging and addressing unconscious bias throughout the 
organisation. There is a commitment to positive discrimination and the use of diverse imagery in marketing and 
communications.


The Equality and Diversity Policy acknowledges the lack of data about the company’s core team of freelancers and 
Festival artists, and the Action Plan includes a commitment to better data gathering, which will help inform inclusion 
efforts. This report is designed to aid future action plans.


Priorities for recommendations 

It is hoped that the recommendations in this report, examining both Tête à Tête’s own work and the Festival, will help it 
continue its transition from a small-scale company producing its own work into a mid-scale organisation creating a 
Festival to help develop artists working in new opera. When speaking to colleagues about the organisation, the 
following guidance was developed for recommendations:


- The company’s informal and fluid style of management and organisation is a great asset to it, allowing it flexibility. 


- When speaking to Bill Bankes-Jones about this report, he acknowledged that Tête à Tête is very much ‘his’ 
company, and that he would like to shift the strong identification of Tête à Tête with him and his choices, although his 
experience and network are great assets to the company.


- The company has limited resources to enact EDI measures compared to other organisations. This includes both the 
obvious administrative resources to track representation, but also the more intangible resources required to mentor 
and support artists under strain due to experiences of marginalisation and other obstacles.


- The board of Tête à Tête have requested that evaluation documents do more than say ‘we did this’, instead 
explaining what was achieved and how it was achieved. That lack of explicit information limits the ability of the board 
to hold people to account.


This report does not endeavour to solve every issue facing Tête à Tête in matters of representation. Instead, it identifies 
areas of best practice identified by other organisations and researchers where Tête à Tête could do more, giving 
specific examples where appropriate.


I would like to note that, the frame of reference having expanded from issues around racism to all forms of 
marginalisation, there are numerous places where more research could have been done into one of the identified 
groups. However, given that many of the key changes needed overlap, especially when considering matters of privilege, 
this report has taken a general approach.
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I would also like to note that I am only one person, drawing from an array of research. Only ten people responded to the 
survey associated with this report. As such, all of the following recommendations come with a caveat that any 
meaningful change must include and be driven by the people we are trying to include, and further consultation may be 
needed.


Recommendations


The following recommendations have been condensed from an original 6,267 word document with full references and 
explanations. I am happy to provide that if it is useful.


I. “The time for talking is over.” 
 
Recommendation 1: Taken from the Macgregor-Smith Review into Race in the Workplace, calling for organisations 
to have more than stated commitments to improvement, but also to have published and transparent plans for 
change, and calling for the rhetoric to match reality. Tête à Tête is generally good at this. 

II. Cultural Changes 

A. Daylight is the best disinfectant 
 
Tête à Tête has grown from a small opera company to an important part of the UK’s operatic ecosystem. It is 
not always transparent with its data or practices. This limits the ability of people outside the organisation to 
understand the company, celebrate its successes, and hold it to account where necessary. 
 
Recommendation 2: Tête à Tête should publish its Equality and Diversity Policy, the associated Action Plan, 
and associated data, highlighting successes and areas where improvement is needed. 
Purpose: To show that Tête à Tête’s EDI rhetoric is matched by reality, build trust with communities it is trying 
to be more inclusive of, help people hold Tête à Tête to account and make suggestions for improvement, and 
help other opera companies emulate our successes. Naming specific areas for improvement will help Tête à 
Tête take meaningful action, rather than being awkward about naming forms of discrimination. 
Caveat: Statements of commitment and policy do not inherently bring about the effects they name, or the 
unsolvable problems of racism and other forms of discrimination. This should not be treated as a PR tool. 
 
Recommendation 3: Tête à Tête should consider its approach to specific incidents where Tête à Tête, shows it 
is involved with, or individuals associated with the organisation are involved in discriminatory acts.  
Purpose: Publicly addressing concerns would help reassure people that Tête à Tête is not brushing things 
under the carpet, and is instead confident and proactive in stamping out uninclusive behaviour. Tête à Tête has 
typically followed the approach of ‘discretion is the better part of valour’. 

B. Changes in everyday culture  
 
Recommendation 4: Tête à Tête should consider how organisational norms might make lead to people being 
excluded, and make appropriate changes to reflect the needs of particular groups. 
Purpose: To avoid Tête à Tête accidentally excluding people through behaviour that seems innocuous. The 
social norms of privileged groups in society can be uncomfortable for those who are excluded from those 
groups, whether or not their difference is explicitly raised. By changing those norms to ones that prioritise 
including people who are often marginalised, historic and current power imbalances can be corrected. For 
example:  
- Alcohol-centric networking and celebrations exclude most Muslims and others who do not drink. By having 
such events away from bars, people not drinking does not mark them out as ‘other’ or as not-belonging, or 
make them feel as though the event is designed for people who are not like them. 
- Only captioning disability-centred shows excludes people who need captioning from other shows, and those 
who prefer BSL due to it being their first language. Instead, offering BSL and captioning at ticket purchase, as 
with offering wheelchair seats, would help include people. 
- Only asking for visibly trans or gender non-conforming people’s pronouns means people will be forced to 
endure misgendering, or risk being considered to have made a scene when asking for their correct pronouns. 
Everyone should be asked to share their pronouns if they feel comfortable doing so. 
 
Recommendation 5: Tête à Tête should create an organisational resource compiling resources and trainings to 
educate its core team about negative and positive tropes that might be unwittingly used, common 
microaggressions (small and indirect actions that, over time, make people feel singled out, or like an outsider), 
and the specific EDI needs of different groups. 
Purpose: To ensure that Tête à Tête’s core team do not exclude people unintentionally through 
microaggressions, such as asking non-white artists ‘where are you from?’, repeatedly misgendering trans and 
gender non-conforming individuals, or treating a person with a disability as though they have reduced mental 
capacity; to ensure everybody knows changes that may be needed to make people feel welcome. 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Recommendation 6: To offer bias training to all employees (whether via Tête à Tête or industry bodies), 
targeted to specific roles (especially for those involved in recruitment and offering opportunities). 
Purpose: The Macgregor-Smith Review recommended that small organisations ask industry bodies to set up 
bias training, allowing their team - especially those in leading roles - to learn more about discrimination and 
current thought about how to tackle it, supporting their efforts to take responsibility for identifying where it 
manifests in Tête à Tête. 

C. Changes in organisational structures 
 
Mutual respect is not enough to deal with discrimination until all people are considered to matter equally. The 
following suggestions go beyond inclusion and bias training-based suggestions that focus on those subjected 
to victimisation, and onto more systemic problems. 
 
Recommendation 7: Tête à Tête should do more to explain its programming, especially when it is being done 
to challenge historic structures that perpetuate discrimination. 
Purpose: Tête à Tête is ahead of other opera companies when it comes to examining how Europe’s history of 
white supremacy and colonialism continues to influence music theory and the canon today, and programming 
in response to that. Other organisations may want to emulate Tête à Tête’s approach. 
 
Recommendation 8: For Tête à Tête to adopt ‘anti-racism’ as policy, making an active and conscious effort to 
work against the multidimensional aspects of racism, holding itself accountable, and taking the view that a 
‘neutral’ stance enables the racial hierarchy, embodied in behaviours, structures, and patterns of thought that 
lead to racism, to continue. 
Purpose: As conversations around racism and people who experience it evolve, Tête à Tête should evolve with 
them. Adopting anti-racist policies, with plans for how to fulfil them, will show that it will work to dismantle the 
racism endemic to the operatic sector. 
 
Recommendation 9: For Tête à Tête to adopt ‘anti-ableism’ as policy, making an active and conscious effort to 
work against institutional ableism, holding itself accountable, and taking the view that a ‘neutral’ stance enables 
ableist hierarchies to persist. 
Purpose: As with conversations around racism and people who experience it, Tête à Tête should ensure that it 
evolves with the conversation. Adopting anti-ableist policies, with plans for how to fulfil them, will show that it 
will work to dismantle the ableism endemic to the operatic sector. 

D. Change from the bottom up  
 
Recommendation 10: Tête à Tête should consider having Festival participants from the past few years vote for 
one or two representatives to sit on the board and contribute to planning discussions, and possibly audience 
representatives (depending how we define the ‘community we serve’). 
Purpose: To help Tête à Tête become a ‘new power’ organisation with more decentralised power, especially for 
those its works with. 
 
Recommendation 11: Tête à Tête should consider having more permanent representatives focused on EDI, 
whether at a board level or on a focused subcommittee. 
Purpose: To ensure that there is representation from all groups Tête à Tête wants to do better at including, and 
that their voices are heard on topics beyond EDI. 
Caveats: There are risks that people from marginalised groups are pushed towards being ‘the diversity person’, 
such representative’s efforts are sidelined as being less important than the ‘proper’ board’s work, that the work 
and emotional labour involved is not properly compensated as work, and those with more privilege and power 
are excused from turning up. 
 
Recommendation 12: Tête à Tête should foster informal networks focused on particular marginalised groups, 
though open to all, and working with pre-existing networks like the ROH Engender network. Currently, it does 
this in a centralised way by linking artists with appropriate people. 
Purpose: To help marginalised artists and the whole industry by providing a space to seek advice from people 
with similar lived experiences of marginalisation. Such networks can provide a source of advice for 
organisations about things like festivals, holidays, and relevant campaigns. 

E. Make the whole organisation work towards the goal 
 
Recommendation 13: Ensure that everybody involved in Tête à Tête’s work is aware of Tête à Tête’s EDI 
policies, and able to discuss and contribute to them. 
Purpose: To ensure that everybody is on the same page about Tête à Tête’s policies (for example, who its 
positive discrimination is for), and able to make suggestions for how their own departments and activities can 
help. 
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F. Excuses to avoid - whataboutery, unconscious bias, no harm done, we’re nice people  
 
Recommendation 14: For Tête à Tête to recognise ways serious engagement with EDI issues can be avoided. 
Purpose: Concerns about marginalising behaviour should be raised in a non-threatening way where possible, 
but it is easy to become defensive. Identifying patterns of excuses can help. For example:  
 
- ‘Whataboutery’: Arguing that an individual or movement is itself discriminatory by focusing on one group 
rather than another, claiming ‘reverse racism’, or highlighting an exception to a general trend. This excuse can 
also lead to a false sense that one group is being pitted against another for limited resources. 
- Unconscious bias: The Macgregor-Smith Review states that much ‘unconscious bias’ is in fact systemic or 
conscious, especially in unexamined recruitment and promotion processes. The term has come to be used as 
an excuse to hide behind, while the end result of discrimination remains the same. 
- No harm done: Comments followed by a jokey or ‘cheeky’ ‘oh, I shouldn’t say that’ still have an exclusionary 
effect, even if the speaker then recognises the taboo. 
- We’re nice people: Tête à Tête is a friendly and informal organisation, which is great. However, when dealing 
with EDI problems, we must not turn to listing our/the company’s friends from marginalised groups, or insisting 
that we are approachable if there were approachable. It can be difficult to acknowledge that one’s colleagues 
and friends may treat people from other backgrounds differently. 
 
Most people from marginalised backgrounds will have had bad experiences that make them cautious about 
raising concerns, including being told that the real problem is their calling it out, and that someone cannot have 
done something discriminatory, because they do not consider themselves a racist/sexist/ableist etc. 

III. What we don’t know can’t be fixed 

A. Gather information - especially hard data 
 
Tête à Tête has already improved its data collection this year. While it requires some systematisation, it also 
allows the organisation to show what it is doing well, identify areas to improve, and give people outside the 
organisation information to hold Tête à Tête to account. The following focuses on areas to improve. 
 
Recommendation 15: Tête à Tête should contextualise its demographic data against both England and 
London specifically. 
Purpose: It is easier for Tête à Tête to reach targets based on England. However, its main activity (by volume of 
work) is in London, which is more diverse than England. 
 
Recommendation 16: Collect information about participant companies’ cast and crew. 
Purpose: To help Tête à Tête see who is benefitting from its efforts beyond producing artists, and the ‘visibly 
diverse’ members of a cast. This may help Tête à Tête identify groups it needs to do more to support, and 
encourage companies to focus on EDI questions. 
 
Recommendation 17: Collect information about who expresses interest in working with Tête à Tête or in the 
Festival. 
Purpose: To identify people Tête à Tête does not reach at various stages in the journey from initial contact to 
Festival participation. Tête à Tête’s personalised artist journey makes this difficult. 
Since 100% of initial contacts are offered a meeting with Bill Bankes-Jones, and it is a part of how Tête à Tête 
supports artist development, collecting demographic information about these people would both help Tête à 
Tête identify underserved groups and make a stronger case for who it helps. It would also help identify whether 
there is a difference between rates of interest from particular groups and who eventually participates in the 
Festival and Tête à Tête shows. 
 
Recommendation 18: Collect information on previous Festival participation. 
Purpose: To identify whether rates of repeat application, and ongoing relationships with the Festival, vary 
between groups. 

B. Let people complain 
 
Recommendation 19: Create a clear structure for how to report uninclusive behaviour, and how Tête à Tête will 
deal with it. This should allow discrimination and harassment to be reported without recrimination, and dealt 
with quickly. 
Purpose: As Tête à Tête grows, an increasing number of participant artists have no direct contact with the core 
team. Even if they did, it is insufficient to say that we are nice, approachable people, when our privilege may 
make us blind to problems in approaching us. A clear procedure will help safeguard marginalised artists, and 
give the core team guidance to follow. 
 
Recommendation 20: For this procedure to be clearly circulated through the organisation and among 
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participating artists (such as by posters in dressing rooms). 
Purpose: To ensure that, should such an incident ever happen, Tête à Tête can act to protect participant artists. 
 
Recommendation 21: To ensure that all members of a company are treated equally, including in marketing 
materials. 
Purpose: To break away from opera’s hierarchies around individual genius, rather than the teams around them, 
which can make it difficult to confront abuses of power. 

IV. Being more inclusive - practical steps 

A. Name and address standards for hiring, promotion, and admission  
 
Recommendation 22: Advertise the opportunities the Festival offers more widely, such as by taking advantage 
of networks within the opera industry for marginalised groups. 
Purpose: When Tête à Tête has identified groups it wants to include better, there should be a cross-
organisation effort to promote the opportunities offered in appropriate places. 
 
Recommendation 23: Consider how Tête à Tête’s online presence shapes who is attracted, and whether the 
language used throughout the application process deter some individuals from considering an application. 
Purpose: To consult with a wide range of individuals to identify potential obstacles to inclusion in Tête à Tête, 
and ensure that the Festival is as appealing as possible. For example, Tête à Tête’s back catalogue shows its 
commitment to inclusion, and could be used more effectively. 
 
Recommendation 24: In addition to emphasising Tête à Tête’s openness to work on a wide range of topics, 
and the lack of formal criteria, Tête à Tête should be clear about the process of joining the Festival, and what 
we’re looking for. 
Purpose: While Tête à Tête’s informal process allows a useful degree of flexibility, and centres individual artists, 
people from outside the opera ‘bubble’ may not have access to informal networks that help clarify how Tête à 
Tête works. The onus is on Tête à Tête to make it easy for them to be included, not demanding that they take 
the effort to discover how inclusive we are. Clarity and transparency will also help people trying to understand 
Tête à Tête and its EDI practices. 
 
Particular areas for improvement are: 
- Be clearer about the Festival application process and what each stage is supposed to achieve, explaining 
core terminology. 
- Give more guidance about what makes a potential Festival show. Explain that the meeting with Bill is not 
focused on pitching your show, but about seeing whether Tête à Tête can help you (with more than just a 
career boost). 
- Give more guidance on how an artist moves from their initial conversation with Bill to producing a show at the 
Festival. For example, part of the process is shaped by “who fails to make further enquiries after their initial 
conversation” (see introduction). This is in stark contrast to more systematised application processes, where 
candidates might expect to be considered after they make their initial application, and should be made explicit. 
 
Recommendation 25: Adopt explicitly contextualised recruitment policies. 
Purpose: While name-blind recruitment practices are impossible within Tête à Tête’s structures, explicitly 
contextualised recruitment might help some applicants realise that Tête à Tête is interested in an applicant’s 
potential, regardless of whether they had the chance to go to a high-performing school or university. Different 
value could be given to other attributes, such as lived experience, alignment with Tête à Tête’s vision, and 
commitment to improving inclusion in their work. If this is already the case, it could be made more apparent. 
 
Recommendation 26: Examine the application process, especially the interview stage, for areas where it may 
be offputting for members of marginalised groups. 
Purpose: While it is not a formal interview, the words of the Macgregor-Smith Review are still of relevance:  
 
“[good application processes give] every candidate the best opportunity to show off their talents and potential. 
Being interviewed is not a natural experience and employers should do everything they can to put the 
interviewee at their ease so they can showcase their talents. Having something in common with someone in the 
interview panel can help to put individuals at ease and so where panels are used, these should be diverse 
wherever possible to prevent unconscious bias affecting selection. This will help individuals from an ethnic 
minority background to feel more comfortable in the interview.” 
 
Consultation may help identify areas for improvement (for example, whether a diverse panel would help people 
feel more comfortable). 
 
Recommendation 27: Consider whether Tête à Tête should ask about participant companies’ efforts to 
diversify and become more inclusive as part of the application process. 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Purpose: The Macgregor-Smith Review and ACE both suggest that publicly-funded bodies should drive change 
in the sectors in which they operate. Tête à Tête setting an expectation for participants to think about EDI and 
play their part in sectoral change would help. 

B. Representation change  
 
Tête à Tête itself is very good at representation in its own shows compared to the wider opera industry, and 
committed to positive discrimination to make improvements where necessary. Online interviews and regional 
work are both recent changes improving access to the Festival. 
 
One point in Tête à Tête’s EDI Action Plan is to improve representation in marketing materials. Tête à Tête 
recognises that this is best achieved by improving representation in its work. 
 
Other steps towards improving representation, such as data collection and working with industry networks, are 
mentioned elsewhere. 
 
Recommendation 28: When resources allow, Tête à Tête should support a mentoring/buddy system for 
veterans to support newcomers to the Festival. 
Purpose: To boost Tête à Tête’s capacity to support inexperienced and/or marginalised artists beyond the core 
team, and give experienced artists the chance to improve their mentoring skills (with Bill’s support). 

C. Broad definitions of opera 
 
Recommendation 29: Tête à Tête is good at using a broad definition of opera to reframe it from non-
mainstream intellectual and aesthetic genealogies, improving the quality and scope of its work. It should be 
more vocal about its mission to make opera more inclusive by radically changing what opera is. 
Purpose: Tête à Tête’s approach, in going beyond mere cheap tickets and shoving opera in front of 
marginalised groups, is a useful example for the wider sector. 
Caveat: Cosmetic changes to classical music, such as removing works from the canon are (broadly) seen as a 
distraction from substantive issues of equality by people in the African and Asian diasporas, though people 
working in the arts may have stronger feelings. Such changes should not be the focus of Tête à Tête’s EDI 
policies. 

D. Reverse mentoring and Fellows 
 
Recommendation 30: To consider reverse mentoring, or marginalised fellows, for senior roles (if resources 
allow). 
Purpose: Reverse mentors allow junior members of an organisation to give senior management more of an idea 
of what the organisation looks like from the bottom. Fellows (as used on the documentary Disclosure) allow 
members of a marginalised community shadow people in key roles and receive mentoring, helping build 
careers and improve an organisation. 

E. Fair Pay 
 
A major issue for equal opportunity in the performance arts is fair pay. It is widely recognised that unpaid or 
underpaid ‘opportunities’ in the arts lead to the exclusion of people who cannot afford to work for free (often 
from marginalised groups). This then leads to people who are financially able to work for free gaining 
experience, exposure, and building a network that leads to paid work, while the economically disadvantaged 
struggle to climb the first few rungs of the ladder and gain equivalent experience, exposure, and networks. This 
can also lead to those who can afford to work for free being seen as more ‘willing’ than those who cannot, and 
undercutting organisations and artists that try to do the right thing by paying people. 
 
As an important stepping-stone in many people’s operatic careers, Tête à Tête has the power to push for 
change. Inaction on this point will lead to the situation continuing with Tête à Tête’s tacit acceptance. A 
challenge for Tête à Tête is that the company’s transaction is with the lead artist, and historically Tête à Tête 
has not imposed many conditions about how they bring their show to fruition. Tête à Tête has offered tools and 
knowledge to help with fundraising, though fundraising processes can act as a barrier to many people. 
 
While many Festival participants are paid a decent fee, others are not. Equity’s Fair Pay guidelines suggest that 
it is acceptable for students to work for free as a favour to their fellow-students, or for professionals as part of a 
genuinely educational or co-operative profit share project. However, some companies also simply don’t pay 
professionals. Tête à Tête offers a great opportunity, and it shouldn’t tolerate people using it to advance 
themselves at others’ expense. 
 
Recommendation 31: Tête à Tête should collect information on what artists in the Festival are paid, and what 
rates guidelines are used by companies in setting fees. This relates to the goals in sections III A (Gather 
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information - especially hard data) and IV A (Name and address standards for hiring, promotion, and admission) 
Purpose: To ensure action in this area is better-informed. 
 
Recommendation 32: Tête à Tête itself is committed to paying everybody a living wage, and advertising jobs 
widely, and should do more to encourage participating companies to do the same. 
Purpose: To push for change in the operatic sector by example, and ensure that participant companies follow 
Tête à Tête’s philosophy. 
 
This is a thorny issue, and may require companies reimagining their creative ambitions to a size that they can 
afford, restricting rehearsal time, or Tête à Tête offering money to companies, allowing people to postpone 
shows until fundraising is finished, or making fair pay a contractual requirement (as at the King’s Head). An ideal 
solution would not exclude people who are able to make work fairly, but are unable to raise funds (such as artist 
collectives). The issue of having to ‘afford’ unpaid work will not be solved without action from industry leaders. 

F. Helping participant companies  
 
Recommendation 33: Tête à Tête should consider how to resolve the following issue. 
 
Every year, artists ask for more planning time and financial support. An issue for participant companies is that, 
by the time programming is finalised (usually around April/May/June), several major fundraising deadlines have 
passed in the preceding January/February. Some companies send fundraising applications before they have 
received official confirmation that they will be programmed. My suspicion is that, given that people from 
marginalised groups are more likely to perceive themselves as unqualified for a job than people from more 
privileged backgrounds, it is less likely that an average artist from a marginalised group will take this approach 
to applications (and funding bodies typically report lower rates of success for marginalised candidates). 
 
The vicious circles of ‘can’t confirm the programme until venues are booked, but can’t book the venues until the 
programme is near-confirmed’ and ‘we can’t confirm a venue until we have the money, we can’t get the money 
until we have a programme, and we can’t have a programme until we have a venue etc.’ are a barrier to 
inclusion. While there are good reasons for the annual delay in finalising the programme, it means that the way 
we programme excludes people who need more time to plan. Equally, many artists are inspired to make work 
on shorter timescales, and they must be included too. While many of these issues would be resolved with 
secure long-term funding (in addition to Tête à Tête’s NPO funding), there is a willingness in Tête à Tête to think 
about achievable ways to improve this, such as by including artists in programming decisions. The following 
recommendations are based on conversations with Bill and Anna. 
 
Recommendation 34: Tête à Tête should set firm deadlines for programming. 
Purpose: To help people decide whether to make the effort of expressing an interest, given the time for raising 
funds, casting, and planning. 
There should be multiple deadlines to ensure that those who need to plan long-term can do so, while other 
slots are available for people who are suddenly inspired to create a show within a few months of the Festival. 
This would also help Tête à Tête plan ahead to a greater extent (as with the Edinburgh Fringe ‘earlybird’ 
system). 
 
Recommendation 34: Tête à Tête should proactively tell artists that we can offer fundraising advice before the 
contract is signed by including it in ‘how what where when,’ and encourage them to ask for it. 
Purpose: To allow marginalised artists more time to raise money and ensure their company is properly paid, in 
addition to ensuring that all artists are competing on a level playing field by giving us the chance to offer 
Intention To Programme letters to facilitate fundraising. 
 
Recommendation 35: To give out Tête à Tête’s resource packs (Making It Happen, How What When etc.) as 
early as possible in the application process, and put them on our website. 
Purpose: To break down barriers to confidence and knowledge. 

G. Participants helping us  
 
Recommendation 36: Tête à Tête should use its influence over participant companies for the good of the 
sector. For example, Tête à Tête should share its expertise on diverse casting and advice for best practice on 
inclusion, and be more proactive in encouraging artists to follow its example. From experience, I know that 
artists don’t read explanatory PDFs! Other recommendations around fundraising, complaints, and the 
application process should help with this. 

V. Two passing thoughts: 
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A. Artists who feel (rightly or wrongly) like their position is more precarious could be offered multi-year intentions to 
programme, encouraging them to take risks in the knowledge that they will still have an opportunity to create 
work the next year. 

B. The reasoning behind the Festival was how cheap London theatres were during the Edinburgh Fringe. That 
reasoning no longer applies. It would require many changes, but Tête à Tête could move from one intense 
annual Festival to a monthly showcase of new opera. Rather than forcing audiences to choose between a 
smorgasbord of choices, and artists to commit to an intense period of production, they could come for a 
regular dose of exciting new opera, and programming could be done on a rolling basis. However, this is a 
recommendation beyond the focus of this report.  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Appendix 1. Oxford Internet Institute (OII) Statement of Accountability


As a department, we commit to the following:

1. Detailing the ways in which our field(s) and specific department are complicit in anti-Blackness and other forms of 
racial and social injustice (e.g. its legacies of epistemic violence, racism, imperialism, colonialism, homophobia, and 
sexism), and putting this reflection in a publicly visible location, such as the department website. STEWARD: 
Director of IT & Web Services.


2. Adding to the department’s Strategic Plan a commitment to taking an anti-racist approach to research and 
academic practice, including but not limited to the structural changes above and explicitly grounded in BAME 
scholarly definitions of anti-racism in academic institutions. We have attached a bibliography to help with this 
framing, which can also form the beginnings of the database listed in 2.3. STEWARD: Deputy Director of the OII. 
 
For example: changing the use of 'Diversity and Inclusion' in committee titles and other departmental writings to 
'Equity and Justice' and committing to the latter principles; prioritising review of BAME manuscript submissions.


3. Instituting departmental change above and beyond the structural changes listed above; committing to thinking 
creatively and expansively about the specific modes of anti-Blackness and racial and social inequality perpetuated 
by departmental practices; and laying further out specific, actionable roadmaps to change. This thinking will take 
place consistently throughout the year, and will also be discussed in a dedicated yearly all-department Town Hall 
culminating in yearly documents with timelines of concrete changes that will emerge from those meetings. 
STEWARD: Director of OII.


4. Making public these commitments through an open announcement on the departmental homepage, official OII 
social media channels, and any other public-facing media. STEWARD: Media & Communications Manager.


We, the undersigned, are ready to commit to these changes as an OII community and work together toward a more just 
OII. In adopting these approaches and making our work public, we are also paving a way for other departments to 
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concretely increase their commitments to opposing anti-Blackness and to promoting racial and social justice writ large. 
We call upon the Directorate to join us: to publicly commit to these changes and to the periodic updates on our 
departmental progress detailed above. 


Appendix 2. Macgregor-Smith Review’s roadmap for success
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